
The events that occurred in Latin America in the 1960s and 1970s were shaped at once by a longing for revo-
lution and forms of repressed freedom framed within a succession of military coup d’états that would chart a 
new map in politics and art. The South was the stage in which such shifts took on a pivotal intensity and where 
this process of radicalization was enmeshed in artistic activism which breached the limits of art and intervened 
to transform the environment.

In 1973, the year of the coup d’état in Chile, led by Augusto Pi-
nochet, Juan Carlos Romero (1931) presented in Buenos Aires 
the installation Violencia (1973–1977), made up of texts, imag-
es, newspaper headlines and posters. Romero would record “the 
heat” of a conflict that poured through the streets, revealing the 
narrow gap between a word (“violence”) and its form in reality. 

In Chile, the CADA group (Art Action Collective) used direct ac-
tion in public spaces as a tool to redefine the conditions of its 
creative participation and to transform everyday social behav-
iors. Para no morir de hambre en el arte (Not to Die of Hunger in 
Art, 1979) is an emblematic work that marks the group’s political 
and aesthetic intentions; the presence of milk makes reference 
to the shortages endured by the people of Chile and the projects 
that the deposed Salvador Allende and his democratically-elect-
ed government had undertaken to reduce the hardships, only to 
be interrupted by Pinochet’s coup de etat.

The human body was also the subject of works with a political 
focus. El perchero (The Clothes Rack, 1975) by Carlos Leppe 
(1952-2015) featured three photographs, hung on a wood-
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en coat rack, of the artist dressed in women’s clothing. Leppe 
crossed references to the military order imposed on bodies by 
the dictatorship in Chile (from torture to amputation, and even 
physical disappearance) with impositions of gender associated 
with totalitarianism. 

Another work which symbolises dormant violence is La caída (The 
Fall, 1968) by the Mexican artist Felipe Erhenberg (1943–2017), 
produced before he was exiled to Europe with his family. The work 
is part of a series made in a tumultuous year which came to a head 
in the Tlatelolco massacre, whereby a paramilitary group from the 
government suppressed the Student Movement and assassina-
ted one hundred students. In “factory colours”, Erhenberg uses 
bold figures and contours, signs and letters, to ensure a message 
is transmitted via a minimal reference undetected by censorship.

If in 1968 art was called upon to intervene in a chapter in his-
tory, during the 1970s, when dictatorship violence cancelled 
revolutionary demands, art took risks through other strategies 
of resistance in a gesture of reappropriation in the occupied and 
militarised public sphere.


